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Abstract-This paper proposes a new algorithm for linear systems. This scheme preserves the 
volume amplification factor of the phase flows of linear systems and is a volume preserving scheme 
for volume preserving systems. 
We consider a linear system 
dxdt = Ax (1) 
with initial condition x(0) = x0, where 5,x0 E Rn, A = (aij) is a n x n matrix with constant 
elements aij, 1 5 i, j < 72. 
The phase flow of this system is 
gt = exp(At). (2) 
For any region D in phase space R”, the phase flow transforms D into gtD = exp(At)(D) with 
volume amplification factor ectrAjt, here, trA = Cy=“=, aii, i.e., 
volume of gtD = ectrAjt x volume of D. 
If trA = 0, then the phase flow preserves the volume in phase space and its corresponding 
system (1) is called volume preserving system [l]. 
Typical methods, such as Runge-Kutta methods, do not preserve the volume amplification 
factor of the phase flow. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct difference schemes that preserve the volume amplifi- 
cation factor of the phase flow. The proposed method does not increase storage space and CPU 
time for implementation. Under some conditions, in my opinion, a numerical method with lower 
order of accuracy that preserves some properties of the phase flow is more useful than a method 
with higher order that does not preserve the properties of the phase flow. 
The way we choose to construct our schemes is to split the function F(x) = Ax into many parts, 
instead of taking F(x) as an integral part, and we call a difference scheme for linear system (1) 
constructed by splitting function F(x) = Ax a splitting (or decomposition) scheme for linear 
system. 
Let ai be a vector with element of the ith row of matrix A, ai = (ail, UQ,, . . . , ain), and ei be a 
vector with the ith element 1 and other elements 0, et = (O,O,. . . ,O, l,O, . . . ,O), then 
Ax = 2 e:uix, 
i=l 
here e’ means the transpose of ei. 
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For each i, 1 < i < n, we consider linear system 
dx T 
z = ei aix7 x(0) = xio. 
This problem has an exact solution 
X(t) = exp(eTait)zio. 
If aii = 0, then 
Z(t) = (I + eTait)xio = Xio+ < Ui, Xi0 > te:, 
(4 
(5) 
(6) 
here < ai, ~0 > is the Euclidean inner product of ai and xio. 
If aii # 0, then 
5(t) = I + -$ealit - l)e’ai ~$0 
( > 
1 (7) 
= xi0 + z < ai, xi0 > (eaiit - 1) eT. 
From above results, we can see that numerically computing x(t) is very easy. Now we construct 
difference schemes for system (1) by the solutions of systems (4). 
The first scheme is 
21 = exp(eTalt) xk, 
x2 = exp(e,Tazt) x1, 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Xn--1 =exp(e,T_la,-~t)Xn-2, 
Xk+l = exp(eLa,t) ~~-1, 
here x1,22,. . . , x,-l are vectors in Rn. 
THEOREM 1. Scheme (8) is of order 1. 
PROOF. From BCH formula [2] 
zk+l = exp(e~a,t)exp(e~__la,_lt).. .exp(ezazt)exp(eTa~t)x~ 
= exp 
i 
tkeTai + O(t2) xk 
i=l ) 
(8) 
(9) 
= exp(tA)xk + O(t2). 
THEOREM 2. Scheme (8) preserves the volume amplification factor of the phase flow. 
PROOF. 
k+l 
det ‘iz 
I I 
-= 
k 
det Iexp(e,Ta,t)exp(e,T_,a,_It)...exp(e:azt)exp(e:alt)l 
= eallteQ2t . . . ea*7kt (10) 
For a volume preserving system, trA = 0, det e 
I I 
= 1, scheme (8) is a volume preserving 
scheme, i.e., scheme (8) preserves the volume in phase space. 
We can construct another scheme that has the same properties as scheme (8), which is 
Xl = exp(e,Ta,t)xk, 
x2 = exp(eL-la,-lt) 21, 
(11) 
k-1 = exp(e,Tazt)x,_2, 
zk+l=exp(e~a~t)x,_l. 
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This scheme is the adjoint scheme of (8). Using schemes (8) and (II), we can construct schemes 
that have order 2 and preserve the volume amplification factor eftrAlt. The following are the 
schemes 
xk+l =exp (eLani) exp (eL_~k-~~) “.exp (eza2:) exp (eTaI:) exp (eTaI:) 
exp (&a,:) . ..exp (e~_lan-~~) exp (eLani) zk, 
(12) 
or 
xk+l =exp (Gal:) exp (&aQi) -..exp (e~_la,-,~) exp (eLani) exp (enTan:) 
exp (elIa+,i) “.exp (elazi) exp (eTaI:) xk. 
(13) 
Schemes (12) and (13) are self-adjoint and time reversible thus they have at least order 2 [3], 
ytdAk can be easily seen that the volume amplification factor of transformation (12) (or (13)) is 
r 
We can also split F(x) = Ax into other systems. For example, let AI be diagonal matrix 
diag(all, a22,. . . , an,,) and bi = ai - aiiei, 1 5 i 5 n, then 
AX = (Al + 2 e'bi) 5. (14 
i=l 
For each i, 1 5 i 5 n, linear differential equation 
!!f! = e?b.x 
dt “’ 
x(0) = xi0 05) 
has an exact solution 
x(t) = exp(eTbit)sio = xio+ < bi, xi0 > te’, (16) 
and equation 
has an exact solution 
d”,Ax 
dt ” 
Q) = x0, (17) 
z(t) = exp(Alt)zo = diag(eallt, eazzt, . . . , eannt) x0. (18) 
Using (16) and (18)) we can construct difference schemes 
xk+’ = exp(Alt) exp(ezb,t) exp(e&,b,_lt) . . .exp(ezbzt) exp(eTblt) xk (19) 
and 
xk+’ = exp(eTblt) exp(elb2t). . .exp(e~__lb,-lt)exp(e~b,t)exp(Alt)xk. (20) 
By studying volume preserving systems, Rang Zaijiu also obtained schemes (19) and (20). We 
may split Ax into many other forms and construct their corresponding schemes. Such as the 
schemes which appeared in [4,5] that can be considered as the schemes constructed by splitting 
Ax into two parts. 
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